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DATE: 5/10/2018

CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

43484-18

Burglary
Vehicle

E State Road 100

43431-18

Domestic
Disturbance

Belleaire Drive

43513-18

Stolen Tag

Ricardo Place

43415-18

Narcotics

Moody Boulevard

43451-18

Stolen
Vehicle
(Attempt)
Domestic
Disturbance

SR 100

V1 advised his RV was broken into between the end of 4/20/18 and
4/27/18 and a 32” Sony television, Honda Generator, Craftsman
toolbox, Campco portable toilet and other items were stolen.
S1 was arrested for two counts of domestic battery for attacking his
parents. Daniel was transported to FHF for medical treatment for a
laceration to his lip. A Baker Act form was completed and left at
FCIF.
V1 reported when she left for work this morning she noticed her
tag was not on her vehicle and there was a different tag on her car.
Holly drove to work in St Augustine where it was found the tag on
her car was reported. V1 then drove to FHF and reported her FL tag
HYLY70 and decal stolen off her vehicle.
During a traffic stop, S1 was arrested for possession of cocaine,
possession of a legend drug and possession of drug paraphernalia
and S2 was arrested f or possession of a controlled substance x 2,
possession of cannabis under 20 grams and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
Unknown suspect(s) attempted to take a 12’ trailer from the
property overnight but it got stuck in a ditch and they left it on
scene.
Caretaker called in to report a physical disturbance between V1 and
S1. While S1 was gathering some documents from within the home
she became involved in a verbal argument that turned physical . V1
sustained scratches to his face, neck and arms. S1 was secured and
transported to FCIF

43549-18

Magnolia Lane

